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the four new conditions described could not, in the nature of
things, present themselves to France as distinct and separate
problems. The 'Roman Question', the colonial question, the
problems of industrialization were all issues of foreign policy:
the problem of population affected colonialism and industry
and military strength: Church and Army were bodies vitally
connected with both foreign and colonial policy. The complex-
ity and perplexity of democratic ideas and institutions in
modern France are not entirely due to revolutionary traditions
and idiosyncrasies of national outlook: they are inherent in the
whole intricate network of modern international affairs in
western Europe.
The Church
The renunciation and condemnation by the papacy of all
forces of Liberalism, Republicanism and tolerance in the
modern world, and the alliance of so many French Catholics
with monarchy, predetermined a clash between clericals and
anti-clericals during the Third Republic. But the twist which
that clash gave to democratic ideas and government is the only
aspect which concerns the present argument. Had the breach
of 1790 been healed by 1890, democracy in France would have
been very different. The passions of anti-clericalism which so
dominated French politics during the first generation of the
Republic left an acerbity, a cleavage and an intolerance which
distinguish French democracy from British, American, Swiss
or Scandinavian. It was also the operative force in the first real
triumph of the Republican parties in 1877-9.
In March 1877 the French bishops, profoundly influenced by
the new ultramontanism, petitioned the Government of France
under the Presidency of Marshal Macmahon 'to do all they could
to secure respect for the independence of the Holy Father and
his government5. This petition was interpreted as agitation for
French policy to undertake restoration of the temporal power
of the Pope, and meant, if so, war with Italy. French foreign
policy, beset by Bismarck's schemes to isolate the Republic and
keep France without allies in Europe, was anxious for friend*

